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THE DEATH OF THE FOUNDE R

The British Press have reported LRH ' s death
inaccurately, which has inevitably caused muc h
speculation . The following account is taken fro m
more reliable sources, and should quiet some of
that speculation .

LRH died at 8pm on Friday, the 24th o f
January, at his ranch near Creston, in California .
He was attended by his personal physician, D r
Eugene Denk, and two other Scientologists . Church
attorney, Earle Cooley, was informed, and he
advised that nothing be done before he arrived from
Los Angeles . He took charge upon his arrival .

The body remained at the ranch for over eleven
hours before being taken to Reis Chapel mortuary i n
San Luis Obispo on Saturday morning . The mortuary
notified the San Luis Obispo Coroner ' s office. Dr
Denk reported that LRH died ' several days ' after
suffering a brain haemorrhage, and indicated on th e
death certificate that the cause of death was a
' cerebral vascular accident ' - a stroke .

County Coroner, George Whiting, said that
normally no investigation would have been done i n
-uch a ' straightforward case ' , but because of the
lay in notification, an investigation was under -

taken by Chief Deputy Coroner, Don Hines . Hines
photographed the body, and took fingerprints .
Blood samples were provided by Denk .

The Coroner said that although the evidenc e
supported a finding of death by natural causes, he
would like to have performed an autopsy . Under
California law this was prevented, because four
days before his death, LRH had signed a documen t
saying it was against his religious beliefs .

The blood samples showed no harmful levels o f
drugs . Coroner Whiting said the fingerprints wer e
matched with sets obtained from the Department o f
Justice and the FBI, and concluded, ' The person w e
fingerprinted was Hubbard ' .

The Coroner ' s office released the body to Denk .
and Cooley, who attended the cremation . Cooley
said that the ashes had been scattered at sea b y
3 .40pm that day, Saturday, the 25th of January .

Church officials said that although LRH ha d
suffered a stroke the week before his death, he wa s
lucid when he amended his will the day before h e
died . The alteration was allegedly to make a
larger bequest to members of his family .

Cooley told the Press that LRH had left a
' very generous provision ' for Mary Sue, and fo r
' Yertain of his children ' . He . said that the
amaining ' tens of millions of dollar s ' would go to

the CofS .
LRH had been living for several years at th e

remote 80-acre fenced ranch near Creston, about 30
miles north east of San Luis Obispo . Six other
people lived with him, among them Eugene Denk, and
Pat and Anne Broeker . Buffalo and llamas roame d
the ranch land freely . At the time of his deat h
LRH was living in a luxury motor home, while the
ranch house was being remodelled .

His death was announced to the Press by Hebe r
Jentzsch, at 9pm on Monday night, after a meetin g
for Church members in Los Angeles . Pat Broeker
spoke at this meeting . The audience were told that
LRH had decided to leave the body, because it wa s
hindering his OT research . Jentzsch told the Pres s
that ' after completing his life ' s- work to his ful l
satisfaction ' , LRH had ' departed his body ' . .
Clearwater CofS spokesman, Ludwig Alpers, told the
Press that LRH would continue his research, having
' learned how to do it without a body' .

OBITUAR Y

LRH ' s death was overshadowed by t : : :
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London Times preaced a long any :. fairl
accurate account of t . :negative aspects :r.' i ' s
career . They summed up _?y calling nim ' 'c.h . Hen .L 1
Ford of occultism ' .

Because LRH exaggerated his past, it is eas y
to dismiss his achievements, as the newspaper s
have, but as we know there was far more to the man
than they choose to see .

In his last interview, with the Rocky Mountain
News in 1983, LRH said his favourite work of non -
fiction was Bolitho ' s ' Twelve Against the Gods ' ,
and added ' His introduction is particularly good ' .
The book is rare, it was published in 1930, but it
is worth searching for, as it makes fascinating
reading, and gives some insight into LRH . It is a
book about adventurers, people who defied convent-
ion to follow their star . The first paragraph i s
relevant to any account of LRH ' s life :

"Adventure is the vitaminizing element i n
histories both individual and social . But its
story is unsuitable for a Sabbath School priz e
book . Its adepts are rarely chaste, or merciful ,
or even law-abiding at all, and any mora l
peptonizing, or sugaring, takes out the interest ,
with the truth, of their lives . " [peptonizing :
subjecting to artificial pre-digestion ]

LRH was a maverick, in the American tradition .
He painted tall stories of his past over a
background of truth . His grandfather didn ' t own ' a
quarter of Montana ' , but he did own a modest ranch ,
near Kalispell, Montana, and LRH probably spent
some of his early childhood there . By the time h e
was five LRH was living in Helena, Montana, agai n
with his maternal grandparents . Most of his earl y
years were spent with them, while his father moved
from job to job, eventeally'' re-enlisting in the U S
Navy when LRH was six .

In 1923 LRH ' s father was posted to Washington ,
DC, and LRH joined the 10th Washington Troop of Bo y
Scouts there . . Within three months he had earne d
the 21 necessary merit badges to become an Eagl e
Scout . It is impossible to check the accuracy of
LRH ' s claim to have been the ' youngest Eagle Scou t
in America ' , but the claim is quite possibly true .

During his brief stay in Washington, LR H
represented the Boy Scouts in a delegation t o
President Coolidge of 40 boys . In his journal LRH
said, ' I have the distinction` of being the only Boy
Scout in America who has made a president wince . '

The next three years were spent in schools i n
Washington state . LRH ' s father, Harry Hubbard, wa s
posted to the Pacific island of Guam, in April ,
1927, and LRH and his mother followed him there .
On the round trip to Guam they called briefly a t
several Japanese and Chinese ports . After a short
holiday on Guam, LRH joined ship and returned t o
his grandparents ' house in Helena . He enrolled in
Helena High School in September, 1927, and gave an
enthusiastic account of his exploits to the loca l
paper .

In May, 1928 LRH broke four bones in his right
hand in a fight . The bones stubbornly refused to
set, and LRH left school in Helena . In his jour-
nals, LRH said he fell 50 feet, and slashed a n
artery in his wrist, while asleep on a lone hiking
expedition . While recovering he followed th e
impulse to join his parents on Guam . Getting ther e
proved to be quite an adventure . He arrived in Sa n
Francisco, with twenty dollars in his pocket, to
discover that his ship, the Henderson, had alread y
left . He was about to sign on as a sailor on th e
China passage, when he realised that he could chas e
the Henderson down the coast, to San Diego . After
securing the captain ' s permission to sail, he
discovered to his exasperation that he had t o
obtain his father ' s permission too . This would
take two days by radio . Permission was received
just before the Henderson put out to sea .

LRH again visited the coastal towns of China ,
and went on a short tour of Peking . In his
journals he affected the air of a ' disinterested
tourist, reserving

	

admiration not for the
)alaces of Emperors,, i,ut for the Rockefelle r
Foundation building . He was moved by his visit to
the Great Wall, however .

Returning to America, LRH took on his first



writing job, working for the Swavely Schoo l
newspaper. The next year, 1930, he graduated from
Woodward High School, winning a competition fo r
oratory in the meantime . Shortly before graduating
he joined the US Marine Corps Reserve, who hav e
been unable to account for his rapid rise, in eigh t
weeks, through six ranks to First Sergeant .

He spent two years at George Washingto n
University, failing to graduate . Whilst there he
wrote for the ' University Hatche t ' , winning a prize
for a short play called ' The God Smiles ' . He took
up glider-flying, and wrote his first paid article ,
' Tailwind Willies ' , for the ' Sportsman Pilot ' .

At University he arranged the ' Caribbean
Motion Picture Expedition ' . Another adventure . A
thousand ton schooner, the Doris Hamlin, wa s
chartered, captained by one F .E . Garfield . The
expedition should have lasted 100 days, travelling
6,000 miles through the Caribbean . The students
involved were going to take marine photographs ,
using elaborate equipment . The cruise was dogged
with misfortune from the start . Before they
started 10 students had pulled out . There were
problems with the crew, with supplies, and wit h
funds . In the end they visited only a few of their
destinations, taking no film . Nevertheless, the
goddess, adventure, had been served .

In 1932 LRH sailed for Puerto Rico . The
' first mineralogical survey of Puerto Rico ' , was
probably a romantic search for gold, which prove d
to be elusive, followed by a job with a prospectin g
company .

He married Margaret Louise Grubb, or ' Polly ' ,
in Elkton, Maryland, in 1933 . They had two
children, ' Nibs ' and Catherine . Gradually throug h
the thirties LRH became a noted writer of fiction .

Before the Second War he ' d become a regula r
contributor to ' Astounding Science-Fiction ' , and a
member of editor John Campbell ' s inner circle .
Tales of LRH ' s wealth in those ' penny-a-word ' days
are apocryphal, but he wrote a remarkable amount o f
stories, and was noted for his incredible writin g
speed, and his ability to meet tough deadlines .
Though LRH ' s SF sales never matched those of hi s
contemporaries Isaac Asimov and Robert Heinlein ,
they were among his admirers . Heinlein credited
him with the invention of the ' man-who-learned -
.better ' plot, and Asimov, who ' d been asked to
choose the best of ' Unknown ' magazine, wrote tha t
it enabled him ' to give due credit to two of m y
favourite authors : L . Sprague de Camp and L . Ron
Hubbard ' . `

LRH was part of the ' Golden Age ' of Science-
Fiction, when John Campbell was controlling an d
remodelling the whole subject . Had he continued to
write SF he would probably be as well known as an y
of the illustrious Campbell stable . He certainly
was one of the most imaginative and inventiv e
writers of the time .

In 1940 LRH and his first wife, Polly, set ou t
on an expedition to Alaska . They journeyed throug h
the inland waterways of British Columbia, and som e
of LRH ' s charts of this territory were probabl y
used by the US Hydrographic Office .

LRH joined the US Navy before America entere d
the War . His naval career was undistinguished, bu t
he again demonstrated his remarkable charisma by
earning the loyalty of his fellows, and convincin g
them of his fantastic tales . This was seen
distinctly in the Armstrong case, in testimony o f
Thomas

	

Moulton, at one time LRH ' s second-in -
command .

After the War came his murky involvement wit h
Magick . Usually only the sordid details of the
' Parsons affair ' are given, and they are sordid ,
but there is one account of Hubbard the man, a t
that time, given by a fellow guest at Parsons '
house in Pasadena :

" I liked Ron from the first . . . For several
weeks he dominated the scene with his wit an d
inexhaustable fund of anecdotes . About the only
thing he seemed to take seriously and be pridefu l
of was his membership in the Explorers Club . . .
which he had received after leading an expeditio n
into the wilds of South America, or some . such
godforsaken place . Ron showed us several scars on
his body which he claimed were made by aborigina l
arrows on this expedition, from which, according t o
him, he was lucky to have returned alive .
Unfortunately, Ron ' s reputation for spinning tal l
tales (both off and on the printed page) made for a

certain degree of skepticism in the minds of his
audience . At any rate, he told one hell of a goo d
story .

"One of the less frequently evident facets of ,
this multi-faceted character was his kindness and '
thoughtfulness . . . [having fallen down stairs] I
hit the bottom with a godawful crash and a horribl y !
painful ankle that I was sure was broken . As I lay
there moaning manfully . . . Ron, Jack, and the res t
came pouring in from the dining room . Ron, sizing,
up the situation at a glance, knelt down and wit h
professional aplomb diagnosed my painfully broke n
ankle as a mere sprain . He then half-carried me
into the dining room, placed me carefully in m y
chair, went into the kitchen and filled a large pot l
with scalding water, and then gently placed m y
throbbing and swollen ankle into this seething
cauldron . After dinner, which was punctuated wit h
much hilarity at my expense, he bandaged my ankle ,
with the skill of a doctor, and for several day s
thereafter he checked it regularly and changed th e
bandage when needed - he couldn ' t have been more
considerate if he ' d been my personal physician . . . "

It took LRH a long time to recover from the
War . To impress audiences he later created a myt h
around those years . In fact, he didn ' t pick up his
writing career until 1947 . ' The End is Not Yet '
and ' Ole Doc Methuselah ' belong to this period . He
married for a second time, neglecting to divorc e
Polly first . His second wife, Sara Elizabet h
Northrup, bore him a daughter, Alexis Valerie jus t
before his birthday in 1950 .

Then came Dianetics, which took America like a
storm . DMSMH sold 150,000 copies in its fir e '
year, and such luminaries as Gloria Swanson, D
Brubeck, and Aldous Huxley were enthused by LRh s
subject .

From there we have the Ron Hubbard we kno w
from taped lectures, and from Sea Org legend .
Charismatic and humourous, throwing all of hi s
ebullience and energy into the creation of Dian-
etics and Scientology. There are many question s
raised by LRH ' s career, but there can be littl e
doubt that he believed fervently in the Tech ,
despite the skeletons recently discovered i n
various of his closets .

People at the heart of Dianetics in the earl y
days, who left the organization long ago, stil l
tend to express respect for LRH ' s work . The
writer A .E . van Vogt had this to say : "At 73 I
seem to be in good health -- which I attribute t o
dianetics ; which reminds me that a doctor, when I
was in my thirties, after studying my EKG, shook
his head and said, in effect, that I probabl y
wouldn ' t live to be more than 50 years old . . . I
have no hard feelings . "

LRH was not a god, he had human frailties, bu t
he was a powerhouse and had an almost supernatura l
magnetism . He earned the devotion of many people .
He was a flamboyant and temperamental man, given t o
exaggeration in all things, but the final meas i
will be the gratitude of those who fee l
benefited their lives . There are still thousand s
of people who feel that .

Jon Atack

REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TO ALL METERS PAST AND PRESENT

MARK IVs & Vs UPDATED TO MARK V & VI QUALITY

Slave Meters
Training Meters

Mini Meters
Projection Meters
Chart Recorders

and
Datalogers

All useful adjuncts for your sessions and trainin g

SEVERAL UPDATED MARK Vs FOR SALE

PSYCHOTECHNIC S

Phone 01-986-9183 - 3pm to Midnight .
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£1 2

EUROPE £1 5

U.S .A . &
OTHERS £20

I would like to thank all of you who have subscribed for 1986
and especially those of you who wrote such validating letters ,
a very small section of which is printed below . It is also
very apparent (from your letters) that the information and data
contained in "Reconnection" has swayed more people over to the
Independents than any other contributing factor, Marvellous !
Gary

LETTER S
I am delighted to continue my subscription in 1986 and loo k
forward to receiving it and reading it cover to cover .
J .G .Whitaker Glasgow

A ll the best to you and long may Reconnection flourish .
Xaminski London

I enjoy reading "Reconnection" . I think you are doing an
important job for scientology in general - keeping sanity
working .
J .Burnett, Watfor d

I think "Reconnecion" is well balanced - cheerful -- contains
useful data and gives one food for thought, keep up the goo d
work -- we always look forward to our copy - I think it has
helped a good many people to get things back into focus again -
and about time too .
Mrs Reynolds-Moreton Devon

Here is my subscription for your great magazine. Steve
Bisbey's articles have been especially appreciated .
C .Taylor Mitcham

I've enjoyed reading the articles in Reconnection and like the
style of allowing differing points of view to be expressed . I
find this very healthy and hope this style continues in futur e
issues .
A .Stafford Londo n
I intend to support Reconnection as long as it exists! I find
the data and articles extremely interesting and it has
converted me to the independent cause . Very well done .

Collier Bristol

Naturally I am happy to continue to support such a humanitaria n
cause . Reconnection is undoubtedly THE best thing that ever
happened on the Independent scene and I give full credit to you
chaps who work hard to produce it . Say no more .
R .L . East Grinstead

Dear Sir ,
I consider your magazine to be one of the mos t

depraved, venomous, spiteful, malicious, perverse, hypocritical
and mendacious journals I have ever had the distastefu l
experience of laying eyes upon .

Please send me the next edition as soon as possible . I
enclose cheque for £12 .

Yours faithfully ,
Disgusted, etc .

Dear Editor ,

It is so refreshing to receive Reconnection after years :f
glossy travel brochures from the C of S . I can never wai-7 t
read it from cover to cover . I don't agree with everything i n
it (but I do enjoy the once illicit thrill of being able to
disagree) .

I heartily endorse Bent Corydon's recommendations In . e ei, 7
{Sub 4) regarding protecting tech and would like ce we t , . a
point about this myself . To quote Bent, "if we e :e to kee
any kind of order, any new research must be kept off productio n
lines" . I fully agree with this and was appalled to see ad s
in "Free Spirit" offering to audit people right through the

O .T . levels instead of their having to do a Solo Course . LP I
has always stressed the need for training and auditing to be
kept in balance and surely it is obvious that if a person isn ' t
prepared to train to audit even himself then he is in a bad wa y
causatively . How can he possibly combine being at effect as a
PC with increasing his willingness to be cause?

Can anyone be sure he knows all LRH's reasoning behind the
various levels? Why alter-is for absolutely no vali,'. reason?
Another very important factor is that LRH said the mind' s
protection is set aside on the OT levels and that this plus th e
speed of the processes made it essential that pre-OT's sol o
audited . I think that anyone who attempts to alter the set-up
of the OT levels in any way ON THE PRODUCTION LINE is highl y
,suspect .

ARC
Lilian Lee

Harry Palmer ,
Center for Creative Learning ,
Elmira, New York .

December, 1985 .

Dear Editor ,

The Church has been in litigation against us f ..r some time now
Some silly affair as to whether we have the right t, practic e
our religious beliefs or not . Oh hum !

The score is as follows :

1) The Trade Mark Church's motion for a prelimina y
injunction against us was denied .

2) The Trade Mark Church's effort to set up anoth r
approved misssion in Elmira failed .

3) The Trade Mark Church's Lotion to r 1-. event us fr, m
deposing LRH as the managing agent of the Church was denied .

4) The Trade Mark Church ie appeaing the court 's
ruling but their life and fight is gone .

Our center is doing very well . We have over 75 people
active on lines . My personal feeling is that we are keeping
the promise alive of a spiritual route, procedure, br-dge that
a being may travel in truth to higher levels of awareness .

Yours truly ,

Harry Palme r

ENTURBULAT I ON

Since the last Reconnection, we ' ve received
four letters, out of nearly a hundred whic i
criticise us for being ' enturbulative ' . Specific
complaints will always be attended Lo, generalitie s
won ' t . Much better to write a theta article, tha n
to criticise us for making criticism . In fact ,
please, please do write a theta arti-le . We ' d like
to start a regular feature in Reconnection wher e
readers give a potted history of their in , elvement
in Scn, concentrating on the change ., that Scn ha s
made to their lives . Changes i health, i n
outlook, in the real world . We ' re crying out fo r
this material, and if we don ' t vet it, it ' s your
fault :

So the next time you feel like writin g
something slanderous about the e it Jon Aback, o r
the despicable Gary Earle, trans ate the enthet a
into theta, and tell us about you su'cesses . Tha t
way Reconnection wile have more t eta content .

If we do make a factua'. err r please tell us „
If you have a logical object'oa to an opinio n
expressed in Reconnection, write en articleWe ' re
here to expand awareness, not restrict it . We
aren ' t trying to replace the ' Auditor ' , or sell mu.
anything . We ' re heze to return o free and open
commun i cat' on tc; Scientology, the days o tie M i n i
Police are gone .

We ' d also l d %e f o think the t . ns of p ~ . . 'i.u: who
have written in aL4 ;eewled ing Recorinection ' s value .
It helps .

Jon Ataeih



THE HERETI C

A new journal emerged last November . It's called
the Heretic, and describes itself as 'An Open Foru m
for Technical Investigation ' . It is not for the
squeamish, as it carries articles which openl y
discuss the Tech, including the OT levels . The
Heretic is distinctly devoid of reverence fo r
anything . It may even be less reverent than
Reconnection (pretty bad, eh?) . Subscription is b y
invitation only (I remember that phrase fro m
somewhere),

	

except for those who contribut e
' publishable articles ' . The address is : 853 9
Sunset Blvd no .4, Box 121, West Hollywood, CA
90069 .

AN EXCERPT FROM THE H E R E T I C

(An American Newsletter )

An Open Forum For Technical Investigation

THE ULTIMATE ROAD OUT
by Bombadi l

How permanent is auditing gain? Is erasure permanent? Can a
key-out be just as permanent? Will scientology take you "al l
the way? "

To answer these questions it is necessary to examine what a
thetan really is, and to look at the thetan and his case in a
new light - in terms of BE-DO-HAVE. Hopefully some of the
early tenets of scientology contain enough basic truth that
they can be implemented to extend the technology beyond it s
current limits .

As you know, according to Hubbard's FACTORS, a thetan is a
viewpoint . So let's fit this into the BE-DO-HAVE triangle by
putting the viewpoint at BE . Now at DO we'll put what that
thetan or viewpoint is doing and experiencing in light of, and
limited by, his point of view . In other words, depending on
the point of view, the thetan will be capable of doing and will
be doing different things . At HAVE, let's put the thetan' s
case and the physical universe as he perceives or experience s
it. Now all three of these influence each other and inter-
relate; that is, a person's actions are determined by hi s
viewpoint and his case ; a person's viewpoint is determined by
his case and his actions (and experiences) ; and a person's case
is determined by his actions (and experiences) and viewpoint .
Consequently, by changing one you tend to change the other two .
I say "tend to change" because, assuming there is such a thin g
as free will, the viewpoint, which IS the thetan, would be th e
senior factor in this BE-DO-HAVE triangle .

Now, if you'll think about this for a minute, you'll see that
this brings to light an interesting, although perhaps unlikely,
possibility. By addressing the viewpoint directly and
changing it without addressing the case, the case that belonge d
to the former viewpoint would automatically fall away, for yo u
would no longer have a "reality match" between the ne w
viewpoint and the old case - any potential restimulator woul d
not "connect" with the new viewpoint . This is an interesting
idea in scientology circles since traditionally we have fairly
consistently held to the idea that the only route to spiritual
freedom was by eliminating the case (the HAVE) . That may be a
practical truth at lower case levels, but perhaps not an
absolute truth .

WHY SCIENTOLOGY WORKS

Scientology auditing, from entry level processes up to "NOTs" ,
addresses fairly exclusively the HAVE, that is the case
(valences are treated as merely side-effects of engrains and are
not addressed directly) . It is a very workable approach, for
by continuously eliminating the case that the viewpoint i s
being held down by, you clear the way for, and generally get, a
change in viewpoint . This change in viewpoint can be the
result of a key-out or an erasure, it doesn't really matter .
Depending on the greatness of and the stability of the chang e
in viewpoint, the piece of case or similar case will either b e
gone "forever" or gone for just a short period of time .

PERMANENT GAIN = CHANGE OF VIEWPOIN T

This puts the goal of auditing in a very different light . It
means that the ultimate goal of auditing is CHANGE O F
VIEWPOINT, not the erasure of case, for there is always plent y
of case to key-in to any particular viewpoint, as such case i s
simply the REALITY, of that particular viewpoint ; and, of
course, it is impossible to erase all of the charge on th e
whole track . Only by means of a permanent change of viewpoin t
can one permanently be rid of the case connected with it, fo r
every BE has an associated HAVE - you cannot have a BE without

a HAVE. Theoretically, the only "viewpoint" that would not be
associated with any case would be "no viewpoint" ; in other
words the state of "static" .

Generally, one auditing session or short action does not
accomplish very much in terms of a stable change in viewpoint .
We seem to be so stubborn as to want to hold on to our tried -
and-true viewpoints. However, a good auditing session will
eliminate some of the case connected with the thetan's current
viewpoint, making it more possible and likely that, especiall y
if auditing continues over a long period of time, his viewpoin t
will significantly change for the better in the future .

Quite often a person will erase a good portion of his case bu t
have no significant change of viewpoint . This is especially
common when running the "implant GPMs" of the advanced levels ,
where everything is so completely and rotely laid out for the
solo auditor, with all the right buttons pushed on thos e
particular banks, that the person is practically getting gain s
without any participation or even awareness of it . This
situation is often exacerbated by the efforts of the person t o
"keep his hours up" and auditing over major key-outs, rathe r
than enjoying and exploring his changed viewpoint . Generally
it is the BETWEEN SESSION GAINS that are the most important ,
for that is when the person can "feel out" his new state of
awareness and consolidate his newly conquered "territory" .
(In fact on "NOTs" auditors are actually TOLD to audit ove r
wins and to go for the "floating T/A" . This is illustrative
of the old "just eliminate the case" viewpoint of early
dianetics.) Auditing merely opens doors - it is up to the
individual to notice they are open and to keep them open, which
he does by LIVING his gains, not by invalidating them wit h
over-auditing.

When the person merely plugs along without any senE ) f
participation or real interest he is merely getting rid of ,n e
case (HAVE) connected with that viewpoint (BE), giving himsel f
a nice long vacation from the full reality of his viewpoint .
Hopefully he will, through further auditing and experiences i n
life, shift out of this old viewpoint towards a more truthfu l
one (his own basic beingness) . However, should he fail to d o
so, he will eventually acquire more case that fits the realit y
level of that unchanged viewpoint . It is not that his
auditing was for naught because, whether he knows it or not, he
is much less fixed at that old viewpoint . But his life wil l
not be particularly changed - he will have the same upsets an d
realities ("what is out there?") and how to operate as a
thetan. If operation in the spiritual realm is not part of
one's everyday life, it is very unlikely that he will be abl e
to attain and maintain a heightened, spiritual point of view .
And on the BE side, thoughtfulness and self reflection ar e
considered to be "aberrated" and "introverted" . The closest
scientology ever gets to approaching the problem from an
auditing point of view are the under-utilized service facsimile
processes and some unimaginative grades processes along the
lines of "get the idea of being a	 " The ultimate road
out would be scientology therapy, which makes a change in
viewpoint more possible (and more stable), along with exercises
in perception and spiritual operation, and plenty of
individual, personal reflection regarding one's true nature .
Developing the exercises would require quite a bit of resee h ,
both scholastic and experimental, and some real exploratic y
people who have a natural aptitude for work in the "psyc.—c"
realm. But it would no doubt be a very exciting and rewarding
task. And of course, there is a wealth of information and
wisdom in the Eastern philosophies that Hubbard claimed to ge t
many of his ideas from. Hopefully somebody could come up with
some processes that directly address the viewpoint, perhap s
some direct questions that really hit the thetan (who i s
supposed to be a god in disguise) between the eyes and get hi m
to own up to who he really is .

By such a triple-approach method, we would surely be able t o
make some real progress toward achieving what we thought
scientology would give us - spiritual freedom and immortalit y
of beingness and knowingness .

LETTER REG OF THE MONTH

Greg Schilling, famous California squirrel, noted
for his poor taste, and tacky sense of humour, ha s
suggested a competition. We want you to sen d
letters you ' ve received from letter regs . The
silliest will win a place in Reconnection, and the
added bonus that we will send a copy of th e
offending Reconnection to the letter reg . Pretty
bad taste? Maybe we should have a competition fo r
the most tasteless competition suggestion . No ,
John, put away your Postman Pat letterhead, I wa s
only joking on that last point .



,NOTES ON THE 2ND DYNAMIC

(Part 1 )
The area that gives people the most trouble in life is probably
the 2nd Dynamic . For many people it is their "ruin" . Given
that in Scientology we have such a wealth of data an d
technology about the mind and human relationships, it is an
oddity that this area remains such a source of trouble an d
bypassed charge .

The C of S has an appalling record of handling 2D problems ,
probably worse than an average marriage guidance bureau . They
heavily regulated the area but rarely handled it . The
regulation was almost certainly the result of an inability t o
properly resolve 2D problems and was also in violation of LRH' S
LAST POLICY letter on the subject :

"It has never been any part of my plans to regulate o r
attempt to regulate the private lives of individuals .
Whenever this occurred it has not resulted in an y
improved condition . All I have been interested in, so fa r
as Scientology law was concerned, was in removing
retarding elements or practices from the path of progres s
toward freedom . Man is aberrated . Otherwise we would
not be here . He is hard to rescue as he has been
carefully "trained" to do himself harm. I have no
concern about the second dynamic activities of
Scientologists save only where they bring suffering to
others and so impede our forward progress . Therefore ALL
FORMER RULES, REGULATIONS AND POLICIES RELATING TO THE
SECOND DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS, PRECLEARS, STAFF
AND SCIENTOLOGISTS ARE CANCELLED . Processing, not
discipline, is the only thing which eradicates aberration
of such depth . "

.s policy letter did introduce the ONLY regulation for the
area. Any person, because of their 2D activities, wh o

impeded anther's progress in auditing or training could b e
fined by the Chaplain . )

The high divorce rate among Scientologists and the inability of
tech and ethics personnel to handle 2D problems hardl y
recommends the tech .

It is true that some problems in this area were actually
created by the arbitrary regulations imposed as an effort t o
solve them . :

'!LOGIC 14 . Factors introduced into a problem or solution which
do not derive from natural law but only authoritarian comman d
aberrate that problem or solution. "

In the Sea Org particularly, the 2nd Dynamic was, (and stil l
is), heavily suppressed . Children were covertly but actively
discouraged. Sea Org couples were not given the time or
wherewithal to operate as a family. Both of these things in
direct and blatant contravention to LRH's basic principles
outlined in the book Science of Survival . More incredible
still, these policies were actually counter productive .
According to the book, Dynamics and the Tone scale, successfu l
operation and cause on a dynamic depends, to a high degree, o n
' ;.ng handled the previous dynamics. You would have thought

A, that knowing this data, it would be sensible to ensur e
that one's staff were happy, causative and well cared for o n
their 1st and 2nd Dynamics. (Even in the so called "wog world "
executives know this instinctively), but no, such sense was to o
much to ask of the SO management .

The introduction of a Flag Order world wide which heavil y
regulated the 2nd Dynamic activities led to very quic k
marriages, a large proportion of which turned out unsuccessful .
Contrary to what the C of S has maintained, they split up 2nd
Dynamics. This was done in the SO by posting a husband or wif e
to another organization, often in another country, and, if
there were children involved, this was just too bad . It was
also done to the public by the practice of disconnection when
one or more family members were declared . In the mid 70's a
secret, confidential Bcard of Investigation had to be convene d
to find out why the incidence of miscarriages and still birth s
in the SO was way above the national average . The statistics
compiled by the Board were so bad that very few people ever saw
the resulting report . As a consequence, very few of th e
recommendations were ever implemented .

This then was the kind of climate that organisational personnel
were enmeshed in and subject to while they were attempting t o
resolve peopl e ' s 2D troubles. Small wonder it was difficult .

1) The auditing tech to handle the 2nd Dynamic was reduced
almost exclusively to overts/withholds . This was because LRH' s
major dissertation on the subject was the Marriage tape o f
1960. This lecture was made during the period of time when LRH
was researching 0/Ws and many things were being explained i n
those terms . As anyone who has done to SHSBC will know LRH' s
sweeping statements made at the time of technical discoverie s
have to be looked at in the perspective of the tec h
development . One of the purposes of the SHSBC was to align
Scientology tech and see it in its correct relativ e
importances. Very few people handling 2D situations (usually
the ethics Officer or the Chaplain) had done this course, wit h
the result that the handling was very rote O/Ws . This was
despite the existence of HCOB 22 Dec 1960 "O/W a Limite d
Theory", which said :

"Before I would permit you to believe that the overt -
withhold mechanism was a total way of life, I would poin t
out that it applies only to a strata of existence an d
that it stems from failures to help .

The theory that what you do to others will then happen t o
you is a punishment-control mechanism peculiar to thi s
universe. It derives from a deteriorated willingness t o
duplicate . It is the law of physics of Interaction for
every action there is an equal and contrary reaction .
"Love they neighbour", when it is no longer a
willingness, is enforced by the theory of O -W . "Love thy
neighbour" can exist only when help, control and
communication are high . When all these go, then O--W
comes into vogue as a method of enforcing peace .

O -W is a theory which sets in when aberration sets in .
It is not a high natural law. It is junior to the
various laws of Communication, Control and Help .

04T can occur only when help has failed. Help is a co-
joining of vectors of life . When two beings who have
joined forces to help fail each other, only then does 0-4
come into existence .

The forces of two beings cannot come into dispute unti l
after they have first joined . Thus there is no war lik e
that seen between brothers or husband and wife . "

In fact, you need to use any and all appropriate tech to handle
second dynamic problems including ARC breaks, problems, losses ,
help factors, service facsimilies and Dianetics, to name only a
few .

Incidentally, one of the most productive techniques to use on
the 2D area is false data stripping. As with any other subject

. that lacks a full understanding of it, the second dynamic i s
very prone to false data. The majority of material about it
comprises opinions and mores rather than straight facts . To
give a classic example of this - In the late 18th Century a
French doctor wrote a book in which, among other things ,
ascribed almost all of man's ills to,the act of masturbation ,
(including blindness which is where this story actually has
it ' s source) . This book was subsequently translated an d
published all over Europe and successfully indoctrinated fals e
data in almost everyone around. The effects of it have reached
forward to the present day .

2. The second fundamental error the Church made was thei r
attempt to rationalise and handle 2D attractions using onl y
ethics and justice tech . If someone had a 2D attraction for a
person considered to be inappropriate (i .e . already married ,
wrong sex, not in the Sea Org., etc.), then this was seen as a n
out-ethics situation and, if acted upon, became an ethic s
matter. The Church's remedy was the assignment of a condition
of doubt or lower .

As a thetan does not itself have a gender without a MEST body ,
then the second dynamic falls under the body-plus-thetan rang e
of the tone scale . In the book, Scientology 8-80, you wil l
find that this band is between zero and eight on the ton e
scale, also that REASON and analytical thought exist from 8 . 0
upwards . Second dynamic attractions are mainly emotional an d
(closely linked by the endocrine system) physical phenomena .
Ethics is REASON by definition . 2D attractions have very
little, or nothing, to do with reason . To appeal to reason
(ethics) then, or as was more often done, to force reason o n
someone with group clout (justice) with no understanding ,
acknowledgement, or handling of a person's emotional feelings ,
was a major error and, in fact, almost always failed .
If, by the Church 's rationale, you can apply reason alone to

Where did the C of S go wrong? As stated, in contravention of

	

handle existing 2D situations, then it follows that the
LRH's policy, they regulated and created arbitrary mores about

	

creation of a 2D relationship should be done on the same basis :
the 2nd dynamic just as the victorians did . But in terms of

	

Compile and analyse a person's statistics, get a psychometri c
handling 2D problems there were two fundamental errors :

	

5 graph done, compare case states, etc ., and if all is well and



they shape up OK, decide to fall in love with them . This is an
unworkable nonsense .

One or more people make a group, therefore, any and all tech
which applies to a group can be applied to a second dynami c
relationship. The idea of a second dynamic is survival . To
that extent, reason or rationality must be applied to it, where
necessary, including ethics tech, but, the second dynamic i s
also a MEST universe game and fun. As it is so aberrative ,
then it needs analysing to the point of workable handlings fo r
its' casualties and not rationalised to the point of being ou t
of existence .

Love has been defined by LRH as follows : (1 . Love as a word ,
has too many meanings, and so we use an old, old word ,
affinity, as meaning the love or brotherhood from one dynami c
to another . 2. the human manifestation of admiration . 3. an
intensity of happiness addressed in a certain direction No t
very adequate definitions . I saw a better one by an old buddy
of LRH, Robert Heinlein, in his book "Time Enough For Love "
where he defines it as putting another's happiness and welfar e
ahead of one's own .

Many people have observed the fact that love in its initial o r
pristine form does not appear to last long. It is the
inability (or impossibility?) to maintain it that provide s
future potential of a relationship breaking up . Being in love
in its pristine form is an incredibly desirable state . One
reason this is so is because it dramatically and substantially
raises a person's tone level . Their affinity level goes sky
high and takes with it a dramatic increase in reality an d
communication. In Science of Survival the stated goal of
auditing was to raise a Preclear on the tone scale, also state d
was "incidental to a raised tone, psychosomatic ills commonl y
vanish and aberrations disappear" . The increased tone leve l
and considerably higher levels of ARC mean that an individual' s
survival capacity is increased on all his or hers dynamics .
Being in love then, actually deaberrates people . Additionally ,
the effort to impress and secure the return of love motivates a
person to do better, look better and succeed better . Thus a
state of being in love is a very pro-survival one, and it i s
into the teeth of this that ethics officers and others go when
they try to handle a developing relationship that is considered
inappropriate for some reason .

When love is not returned, is ignored or is rejected, i t
creates the most incredible bypassed charge . This, because it
is not just the bypassed charge on the terminal involved tha t
is created, it is not just earlier 2D losses restimulated, i t
is also all the charge the person had before, that now come s
back into effect having been previously keyed out . A sudden
rapid decent of the tone scale into this much bypassed charg e
can make someone quite ill. Subconsciously, a person faced
with being jilted knows this and will usually try to hang on to
and handle the relationship with unbelievable tenacity . (An
objective observer, unaware of this phenomena, may well
justifiable think the guy is crazy and should just go fin d
another 2D. It would be a mistake to say so . )

The subject of admiration also sheds light on the secon d
dynamic and other relationships . The reception of admiration
from another raises tone level and, because of that, tends t o
make the recipient stick or remain on the end of that comm .
line. Perhaps this why LRH said in the Code of Honour "Don' t
desire to be liked or admired ." In fact, we should be able t o
give and receive admiration in balance .

Aside from the external influences that can hamper or destroy a
2D relationship, such as those in the Sea Org., in my
observation a 2D relationship goes through a definite cycle ,
roughly following the CDEINR scale . (Curious about, Desired ,
Enforced, Inhibited, No = absence of, Refused .) It goes like
this: A person is CURIOUS ABOUT, interested in, a potential 2D
partner . He then DESIRES her. A 2D relationship is made whic h
automatically involves agreements, either tacit, spoken or by
marriage. These agreements ENFORCE the relationship . If the
scale is not further descended then the relationship can
succeed. In practice the scale is often descended because : 1 )
the pristine love and sex at the DESIRE stage, has withered
down and one or both partners see a survival, tone raising ,
potential elsewhere and would now like to break existin g
agreements, or, 2) Agreements are broken by one or both
partners and 0/W phenomena set in . In any event the effect is
the same, they feel INHIBITED . If this isn't handled then the
relationship degenerates to the point where it ceases to exis t
in practice and becomes a NO relationship . It is then REFUSED
by one or both partners and they split up . (There are quite a
few "successful" marriages stuck around ENFORCE, INHIBIT & NO . )

The cycle is not too aberrative when it is completed on bot h
parties', self determinism. Upsets will be found at any point
where a partner was at an effect of the other . It is possible

(and therapeutic) to trace a past broken 2D relationship bac k
through these points or look at an existing one in these terms .

In accordance with this viewpoint the trick would be t o
maintain love and a relationship at a CURIOUS ABOUT (Interest )
and DESIRE level. In a universe where things don't remain th e
same and absolutes are unobtainable, this is not entirely
possible, but there are ways of stopping the descent and eve n
fighting back up the scale - one of the subjects of part 2 .

Tobe continued .

Steve Bisbey .
C/S AAC ENGLAND

MY LAW - TIEME RANAPIRI

The sun may be clouded, yet ever the sun
Will sweep on its course till the Cycle is run.
And when into chaos the system is hurled
Again shall the Builder reshape a new world .

Your path may be clouded, uncertain your goal :
Move on - for your orbit is fixed to your soul .
And though it may lead into darkness of night
The torch of the Builder shall give it new light .

You were. You will be! Know this while you are :
Your spirit has travelled both long and afar .
It came from the Source, to the Source it returns
The Spark which was lighted eternally burns .

It slept in a jewel . It leapt in a wave .
It roamed in the forest . It rose from the grave .
It took on strange garbs for long eons of year s
And now in the soul of yourself It appears .

From body to body your spirit speeds o n
It seeks a new form when the old one has gone
And the form that it finds is the fabric you wrough t
On the loom of the Mind from the fibre of Thought .
As dew is drawn upwards, in rain to descen d
Your thoughts drift away and in Destiny blend .
You cannot escape them, for petty or great ,
Or evil or noble, they fashion your Fate .

Somewhere on some planet, sometime and somehow
Your life will reflect your thoughts of your Now .
My Law is unerring, no blood can atone -
The structure you built you will live in - alone .
From cycle to cycle, through time and through space
Your lives with your longings will ever keep pac e
And all that you ask for, and all you desir e
Must come at your bidding, as flame out of fire .

Once list' to that Voice and all tumult is done -
Your life is the Life of the Infinite One .
In the hurrying race you are conscious of paus e
With love for the purpose, and love for the Cause .

You are your own Devil, you are your own Go d
You fashioned the paths your footsteps have trod .
And no one can save you from Error or Sin
Until you have hark'd to the Spirit within .

Attributed to a Maori .

LAO TSE TALKS :

Look hard ,
It can ' t be seen .
Listen closely ,
It can ' t be heard .
Grip tight ,
It can't be held .
It is indefinable ,
Beyond the senses .

It doesn't reflect light ,
And it casts no shadow .
It is an unbroken chain ,
Returning to the Void ,
Where all things began .
From nothing it makes something ,
Its image is beyond imagining .
No words can contain it .

Find its beginning : nothing caused it ,
Follow it forever : it has no end .
Hold to the permanence of Tao ,
Act with your attention fully in this moment .

6 Knowledge of beginnings is the essence of Tao .



ATACK'S ST I LL TALKING

WHAT NEXT?

LRH ' s death leaves room for much speculatio n
about the future of the Cof$ (as one wag calls
them) . I hear that public at LA were told that LR H
would continue to communicate new research throug h
certain chosen individuals (called Miscavige and
Broeker, maybe?) . So the CofS now accept s

' channeling ' , an interesting change of heart . A
rundown which audits someone to, through and beyon d
death was also announced in LA, a Scientolog y
version of the Egyptian and Tibetan Books of th e
Dead, perhaps ?

Certainly the stable datum is gone . Those who
carried on hoping for LRH to return and put the
CofS to rights have a long wait . What will the y
do? And what will the family do? Mary Sue and
Diana were forced out of their positions of powe r
by the CMO . Arthur and Suzette disappeared into
the lower reaches of the Sea Org long ago. Who
T-' , l take on the responsibility of leadership? Ho w

ld anyone replace LRH as a figurehead? Davi d
Miscavige may be able to eat Mission Holders for
breakfast, but the only credible and charismati c
figure who has not been destroyed by the propagand a
machine seems to be Diana Hubbard .

We don ' t yet know who holds the copyright to
LRH material . The RTC control the trademarks, but
their ownership is questionable . The documents on
public record have forged LRH signatures, so th e
transfer is invalid . As far as we know Miscavig e
has no position in the CofS itself . His contro l
was through the RTC, and if the RTC can ' t
demonstrate their ownership of the trademarks, the n
whoever the current Board of the CofS are, they
have control . Will they accept the Broeker-
Miscavige alliance as a replacement for LRH, or "
will they elect to follow Diana Hubbard, or som e
old-timer from the Sea Org? Is the CofS on th e
verge of a power struggle ?

Further, it is very likely that Nibs wil l
bring his claim to LRH ' s fortune back into court .
He has already asked for an Inquest into hi s
father ' s death. The future is uncertain, but
Reconnection will continue to support anything tha t
increases communication between the Church and th e
Independents, and anything which moderates the

pant evil which dominates the Church .

U.UERCOVER & ENTRAPMENT

The CofS harassment machine is at full-til t
again. A few months ago Jon Zegel and David Mayo
were interviewed by a reporter on video, only t o
find that he was a church agent, trying to gathe r
material for the Nots court case . This is more
dangerous than it sounds . Gerry Armstrong wa s
surreptitiously filmed last year, then the vide o
was edited, and shown in Court . The Judge wa s
sensible enough to demand the unedited originals ,
and dismissed the supposed evidence of the edite d
version with a reprimand to the Church ; but imagine
what CofS members shown a carefully edited vide o
can be made to think .

Ian Waxler, former chairman of the Council for
Spiritual Integrity, had quite a surprise las t
November . At a Court hearing he saw Caroline
Reinertson, his Nots auditor in the Independent s
for over year, sitting with members of the CofS .
That is a pretty deep ' mole ' . It ' s also the worst
violation of the Auditor ' s Code I ' ve ever heard
about .

PICKETING

On the October 5th, 1985, Frank Notaro walke d
into AOLA and asked for a refund of $2,000 . A
security guard told him to get out, or he ' d be
arrested . He said he ' d leave, but felt he ' d now 7
have to picket .

On the 6th, he set himself up outside AOL A
with 3 signs carrying OT3 material . A security
guard came out and grabbed the signs, while thre e
or four others grabbed Frank, and threw him down o n
the pavement, where they pinned him down, and
handcuffed him . They took him into a building
opposite AOLA . Luckily Frank called out to a
friend, nevertheless, he was held captive for an
hour before the police rescued him . The police
told CofS officials that Frank has a right t o
picket .

On the 17th, Frank picketed outside the LA
Courthouse, and was chased away from the Cof S
' Religious Crusade Rally ' by about ten CofS guards ,
and forty members of the Rally . Franks ' s signs
were stolen again, and CofS members tried to bloc k
the view of a TV camera-woman. This resulted i n
her being struck by a passing car . The police gav e
Frank safe escort from the mob .

On November 17th, having seen a defamator y
poster with his name on it in a store near AOLA ,
Frank went to see if there were any more poster s
near the org . As he was approaching AOLA, two CofS
security guards told him he shouldn ' t be there . A
third joined them, and between them they hel d
Frank, and used a high voltage stun gun on hi m
several times, until he collapsed on the pavement .
Then they handcuffed him, and dragged him acros s
the street, and into the basement of a building . A
guard held him down with his boot for about a n
hour, until the police arrived . To his surprise h e
was arrested for violating an injunction obtaine d
by the CofS, preventing him from going within 5 0
yards of AOLA . If what Frank says is true, th e
injunction was illegal, as it had not been serve d
on him. Is this a Church ?

NOTS INJUNCTION

Since the last Reconnection the situation wit h
regard to the AAC Santa Barbara ' a use of the Nots
materials has changed . In November Judge Pfaelze r
decided that the materials were ' Trade Secrets ' ,
and placed an injunction on the use of AA5-7 by th e
AAC . We believe this is unprecedented in America n
law : It is the first time that ' religious
scripture s ' (as the CofS calls the Nots materials )
have been ruled to be business ' trade secrets ' .

DOKUMENTA SC I ENTOLG I E

We ' ve received an anonymous mailing (horror o f
horrors) . It is 9 pages long, and begins : " The
following excerpts (translated from the origina l
German) are from a book in preparation Dokumenta
Scientologie to be published in three languages .
The book has been compiled from Scientolog y
documents, bulletins and tapes, transcripts o f
court documents and interviews from seventy forme r
Scientologists and five current high officials o f
the church who have insisted on anonymity . " (We
don ' t blame them) .

Following this there is an extract on
brainwashing . The author takes the ten phases o f
mind-manipulation from Robert Jay Lifto n ' s ' Thought
Reform and the Psychology of Totalism ' , and sets
out to prove that Scientology applies all ten . His
arguments are rational, but not quite persuasive ,
because of errors in his information about Scn .
We ' d like to print the article in a future
Reconnection, and take up the points one by one .
Firstly we ' d like to know who wrote it, and wher e
we can get an advance copy for review .

GERMANY

In Munich an ex-staff member has won a case agains t
the CofS for wrongful dismissal and non-payment o f
salary . The Court has ruled that the CofS must pay
back salary at a rate of about 400 pounds pe r
month.

FOR SALE Mks E -Meter, OEC Vols, Tech Vols and Subject Index ,
VMH, Management Ser . Vol 1 . Phone 01 567 6525 for details .

Materials for sale at bargain price s

phone Peter : 021-429-2912 .



AAC ENGLAN D
How OT are you? One of the criticisms made about Scientolog y
in the field and the Church is that OT' s are not as OT as they
should be (True) . The AAC England has as its prime purpose th e
production of more able, more aware people than was previousl y
possible or achieved . To this end we are working on a new "OT
OCA" . The existing OCA test is valid only up to Clear an d
Grade 4 . The new one will be designed to show up those area s
where a person is not "OT" . This will be of great value to the
C/S in the C/Sing of upper levels as well as checking the
quality and efficacy of the AAC's services . All available tech
on Psychometric testing will be used to ensure the validity of
the test itself . It will be available soon, to independents
only please . The test's range doesn't go far enough down t o
record the inabilities of Church plants !

ETHIC S

If you are not making the most of your abilities or case gains ,
then you can get some help by taking advantage of the new First
Dynamic Ethics Handling. Using sound tech, this handling doe s
not involve the C of S bric-a-brac of armbands and penances ,
etc . Be warned, it is not for you unless you are willing t o
confront and do something about where you are really at i n
relationship to others and the physical universe . More detail s
available from the AAC .

AA5

SAL Training

Life Repai r

SAL 1

Grades 0 - 4

AA7

SAL 1,2& 3

SAL 1,2 & 3, SAL Training

Life Repair, ARC S/W

Solo Part 2

IXL--A, B, & D .

IXL-A

STATEMENT OF CASE GAIN

Marcel

Jackie Edward s

Bill Ryan

Bob Davie s

Kus de Kemp

Vic Lyons

Colin Mills

Mohamed Bouderba

Richard Lee

Bill Johnson

Vic Lyon s

Eileen Griswol d

ASSISTANCE OFF EED

The AAC in East Grinstead is offering help to anyone eithe r
running beginning courses or who is interested in doing so . W e
can help you with materials, technical advice, training if
needed, and on-the-spot assistance . Write to us at the AAC ,
address given below .

COMMISSIONS

Anyone bringing people to the AAC for services are entitled t o
a 10% commission on the net value of the first major service .

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS

Sunday afternoons at the AAC are social occasions as well as
tech delivery . Come along for a chat, tea and biscuits, catch
up on the latest news and developments, and bring friends i f
you wish .

COMPLETIONS

AA2 & 3

SAL1,2& 3

NED, Clear

SAL 2 & 3

Clear

Clear

Original AA7

Solo Pt 1 & 2

Solo Pt 1 & 2, AM

Solo Pt 1 & 2

AA5

Solo 1 &2, AM, AA2

AA6

AA 6

Clear

AA7, Original AA4 & 5

Grades 2,3 & 4

AA5 Course & Interneshi p

AA5

I have recently completed the Ethics Rundown and wish to detail
how I realise it has benefited me and is likely to be of
benefit to anyone who pursues it diligently .
It has encouraged me to make a general review of my habits ,
routines & relationships to others and to myself -- which -'s o
is important! I realise now that it is possible to "jump" o
an attitude towards a person or a controversial subject whe n
really one should say "No!" "Stop!" "Change gear!" I have
always known this, but the Course has pointed up to me that I
must keep it in mind all the time and do it more frequently .

Also, as a direct result of the Rundown, I have gradually bee n
able to get more done in each day than I have previously been
doing. This has been brought about simply by an overal l
"taking stock" of my life's activities which the Course
"exposes" in a systematic and "far reaching" manner . It gets
into all the corners . "Know thyself!" Who said that ?

Johannes Vilvar

This is to thank you all for such an enjoyable visit . What
made it so successful, in addition to the excellent auditing
and the relaxed and friendly atmosphere, was all the things
that were left out. No traipsing from department t o
department, no endless waiting, no inquisitions, heavy re 'ng ,
needless actions or corrections before the fact . And (very
important) I estimate that what cost me about £60 .00 would have
cost £6000 at an Org . with resultant PTP'S and ARC breaks .

I feel comfortable and untroubled and am looking forwar d
doing AA 5 after years of not having the least interest i n

Until the Independents came on the scene I saw no hope for me
or the planet, so thank you for being there and more power t o
your elbow .

'J .M .D . '

To everyone working at the AAC, my best thanks go to you for
being here . I am very pleased I came! Very pleased that I
had somewhere to come to .

In this auditing, what I wanted to be handled, has bee n
handled . Plus, I have learned much more. I love the fact
that I have always wanted to have auditing, or to audit myself ,
and I probably felt it was very necessary indeed !

From now on, I won't consider it something I must do, to find
out what's wrong with me, because I seem to have solved that
problem . So, what will future auditing have in store? I
shall look forward to it .

I have MANY wins - that alone is a big win to be able to sa y
such a thing. All my questions have been answered .

Thinking of you all .

8 Joan V . Bronnimann

Mike Musprat t

Joan Bronniman

John Warwick

Barry Fairbur n

Peter Silcock

Helen Silcock

Joe King

Steve Robinson

Mel Smith

Malcolm Kennedy

Glynn Ketteridge

Alf Wilson

Lilian Lee

Alf MacConnachi e

Thelma Hodge s

Mike Baker-Roger s

Marie Nolan

Nicole Chalmot

Eric



AAC ENGLAND

Thank you for a very enjoyable and helpful time when we came t o
see you .

In the short review I had (about an hour) I made more gains
than I would have imagined possible and it felt like the firs t
time I have ever been properly audited for a very long time .

The reasons for this were very simple :

The elimination of unnecessary actions and nobody trying t o
stop me progressing. You may like to know that I went on
cogniting for some time after the session .

Some of the more important things I realised were that I hav e
now taken responsibility for my own case progress (previously I
was MUCH more interested in studying Scientology and doin g
training than in having auditing) also my interest in auditin g
(other people as well as myself) has been rehabilitated an d
strengthened .

With much love and many thanks .

P .D .

I am more than satisfied with results of this action . IVIy spac e
over the past few days has been very very clean . I feel a deep
sense of calmness and unconcernedness about life . Also quite
aware of my potentials . It was a perfect gradient for what i s
to come next . Sincerely grateful .

Mel Smith . AA 1

Woids are not enough to describe the gains I've had on this
rundown. To say it has totally changed my life, again, woul d
be an understatement .

It has brought me from a fairly fixed view on life to a poin t
where I can see the complete spectrum of the game of life i n
it's entirety .

Furthermore, it has increased my power to reach that I didn' t
dream possible . It has produced, by the way, changes that have
astonished me and that I am still cogniting on .

And most importantly I have gained the whole ability to reaso n
sanely together with sanity itself .

My sincere thanks to Steve, my auditor, who has produced thes e
wins, to everyone at the AAC and, of course, to Ron for thi s
amazing tech .

Love, Colin Mills. SAL 1

IS THERE LIFE AFTER AA7 ?

When I was a young lad making my first entrance into th e
world of Scientology in general and Saint Hill in particular, I

to gaze for hours at the old grade chart, contemplatin g
t) ; future glories of Total Cause over Matter Energy Space an d
Time on all Dynamics Subjective and Objective. (For you
youngsters, this was the EP of old OT8 . )

And here we are fifteen years later, and the C of S still
has not released OT8 . And one presumes that the intended 'new '
OT8 is no doubt a watered down namby-pamby version of the ol d
one anyway .

Let's face it, if we're not going to eventually reac h
exterior with full perception and every other OT ability as
demonstrated by Superman, Spiderman, Doctor Strange, Captai n
America and the Silver Surfer, then the universe is a bi t
disappointing .

You will just have to take our word for it that thes e
abilities, if not achievable in your next 10 hour intensive ,
could lie somewhere ahead .

This paragraph is for those of you who haven't yet got t o
AA7. Those of you who have completed AA7 must bear with me
till the next paragraph . The C of S used to say that the EP o f
NOTs is CAUSE OVER LIFE . This is an outpoint of omitted data ,
because how causative is cause? Will I be able to tele-
pathically prevent Gorbachev or Reagan from starting a war ?
Will I be able to overtake the car in front on a blind ben d
without risking hitting the oncoming milk-float head-on?_ Wil l
I be able to persuade my customer to accept the quotation I
have just given him? The answer is as follows : forget the
stated EPs - they're evaluative . At the very least, AA5/6/7
will take a lot of charge off your case and you'll feel a n
awful lot better and you'll be able to go onto the next levels .
If you forget the marketing hype, they are pretty good achieve -
ments in themselves .

So what ARE the next levels? When DO you reach REAL
cause, as in "Total Cause over Matter Energy Space and Time o n
all Dynamics Subjective and Objective"? You will be pleased t o
know that over the last many months, whilst you, gentle reader ,
have gone about your daily lives, teams of guinea pigs hav e
been deliberately trying to key themselves in (joke) in order
to discover the upper levels . When I say upper, I mean the
levels above AA7. And in these endeavours, we have had n o
little success . At this point, I am sorely tempted to dro p
into Flag copywriter's style . You know the sort of thing -
"AA99 is the most fantastic stupendous staggering amazing et c
and thanks to my auditor and Ron" etc . But I will simply state
the bare facts about these levels . (The cynical among you may
say that this is simply an alternative marketing strategy b y
giving you a mystery sandwich, and of course you'd be right! )

We have decided not to number these levels AA whatever
because: a) we do not as yet know if they are valid on all pre -
OTs, or whether they are optional like the Special Ability
Levels 1, 2 & 3 ; and b) the sequence in which they are to b e
run is not yet finalised . But they do represent a major ste p
forward on the grade chart after AA7 . We are calling them
"IXL"s, with a letter which shows the sequence that they wer e
researched in. IXL stands for Independent Expansion Level .
You could also call them EMAAs, where EMAA stands for (wai t
for it) EVEN MORE ADVANCED LEVEL .

IXL-A Goals, Purposes and Postulates
IXL-B Fixed Conditions for OT s
IXL--C (As yet unnamed )
IXL--D Universes
IXL-E Future

Don ' t think that the processes of these levels are con -
jured out of thin air and someone's brainstorm . There is a
vast amount of tech in the Tech Volumes, the books and th e
tapes which is not used at all in the current grade chart, bu t
which is applicable at higher levels . Theoretically, anyone
could develop the upper levels by overrunning the previous
level, and then finding which process digs them out of it .
However we advise against this as a standard procedure !

So if you were worrying about finishing AA7 too early an d
having nothing to carry on with, your fears can be allayed .
The AAC England D of P will be happy to discuss your post-AA 7
auditing with you, which we trust you will find breathtakingl y
exciting.

The False Purpose Rundown

A question that is often asked is up until what date can HCOB' s
be considered to be actually written by LRH and therefor e
valid . This question is impossible to answer . Other people
have been writing HCOB's in LRH's name since the late 1970s .
In any event whether or not LRH wrote them is not the correc t
criteria to judge technical bulletins . Many people throughout
the years contributed valid tech to Scientology . A more
appropriate criteria to use to estimate the validity of new
HCOB's is ; do they align with the established basics of
Scientology and Dianetics? That is, Axioms, Logics, the
Scales, Basic Principles etc . If so use them, if not, chuck
'em in the bin .

The False Purpose Rundown is an example of "new" (1984) an d
probably post LRH tech. In fact, there is no new basic tech in
the Rundown. The Rundown has been put together from the
Expanded Dianetics tech of 1972 and 1977 . Briefly it consists
of pulling overts via confessional forms and finding the evil
purposes that prompted the committing of the overts . The mai n
difference between this R/D and Expanded Dianetics is that on
Expanded Dianetics the evil purpose found was run with
Dianetics . On the False Purpose Rundown it's handled with a
simple Scn technique : finding the confusion prior to the
formation of the evil purpose and spotting the first moment o f
it .

Personally I am convinced that LRH did not write any of th e
issues of this R/D. The style is quite different . But that
doesn't invalidate the tech which is tried and tested . Jus t
because someone else put it together doesn't mean it should b e
waste-binned .

There is however a word of warning about this R/D . It looks
only for overts and evil purposes and it looks for them in a
big way. This has the liability of putting an undue o r
excessive emphasis on WRONGNESSES . KCOB 23 May 197i R says :

"If you only look for wrongnesses and only recognise
wrongnesses then you will never be able to pull anything up a
gradient because you won ' t think you have any rightnesses t o
work with . It just looks wrong to you ."



"You have to be able to look at the wrongnesses in order t o
right them but we also have to be able to look at th e
rightnesses in order to increase them . "

"We are only trying to find wrongnesses in order to increas e
rightnesses, and that's very important. If you have no
rightnesses present in a session you will never be able to mak e
any progress of any kind . Progress is built on a gradient
scale of rightnesses by which you delete wrongnesses and the y
drop and fall away . "

"Therefore, Processing is an action by which wrongnesses can b e
deleted from the case to the degree that rightnesses ar e
present in the session . You cannot take a case that doesn' t
have any rightnesses present and delete a wrongness . So you
have to realize that there are rightnesses present and then yo u
increase those rightnesses. That makes it possible for you t o
pick up the wrongnesses and that's what auditing consists of . "

"Auditing is a contest of maintaining rightnesses so that w e
can delete wrongnesses . If you keep on deleting wrongnesses ,
all the while maintaining and increasing the rightnesses you
eventually wind up with a very right being. You are trying to
get a right being, therefore if you don't continually encourage
right beingness you never wind up with a right being. "

"You must learn to observe an auditing session . You want your
pc to wind up in a right state - in a more native, mor e
capable, less overwhelmed, higher power of choice sort of
state. You want him to wind up with more rightnesses . "

"Therefore, if you audit so that you do not encourage an d
increase rightnesses then you won't wind up with a right pc . "

"The degree of rightness you have present must exceed the
wrongness you are going to pick up . It's a proportional
action. If you've got as much wrongness in a session as you ' ve
got rightness you're not riding on any cushion . It makes a
very difficult job of auditing. if you want to pick up this
little wrongness, you have to have rightnesses present whic h
are big enough to engulf it . That makes easy auditing" .

The truth of this data is not theoretical, it's been ampl y
demonstrated many times with many PCs, especially whe n
extensive Expanded Dianetics or Confessionals have been run .
Overts and evil purposes are wrongnesses . If you address only
these for too long without balancing what you are doing wit h
auditing that validates rightnesses then you can cause a
deterioration in case state . An individual can begin to really
believe he is evil, the auditing itself subtly evaluates tha t
for him by its nature . The more he believes he is evil the
more overts and evil purposes he will "find", prolonging th e
auditing and compounding the error. The most severe example
I've seen of this was a PC on Expanded Dianetics who eventually
"cognited" that he was a suppressive person . Had it been an
actual cognition that blew a suppressive valence then thi s
would have been a good result . It wasn't, the guy was in tota l
overwhelm.

Although the data outlined above may seem obvious, I've never
encountered any awareness of it, or handling of it, in the C of
S. Certainly the False Purpose Rundown Correction Lis t
contains no questions at all that would isolate and handle th e
BPC described above .

Auditing of overts and evil purposes is very powerful, vali d
tech, that is, in the right doses and with the right balances .

Steve Bisbey
AAC C/S England

A SMALL ITEM OF NEWS FROM DENMARK

On 8th December 1985 at the Advanced Ability Centre,
Hjortekaervej 192, 2800 Lyngby, Denmark, a Christmas event wa s
held in support of the Legal Fund of the AAC, Santa Barbara .
As an opening, Thok Sendergaard, an old and well known Danis h
Scientologist gave a magicians show. This was followed by the
main event, an auction in favour of the Legal Fund . Over 70
people were present, and they all brought many categories o f
items . The auctioneer was Ole Gerstrem, a well respected (ex )
Scientologist who has been a member of the Danish Parliament .
The auction took over three hours, and raised 880 dollars fo r
the Legal Fund. The event closed with a showing of David
Mayo's video talk on Disillusionment .

AAC SCOTLAN D
Two of our original staff members, who played a' major part i n
setting up the AAC at Candacraig, have decided to move on t o
new activities . Heather Wray has moved to America to be with a
new partner and has taken Jamie with her . Bob Ainsworth has
decided that after innumerable years auditing and C/Sing in the
U.K ., he wants a new lifestyle . Eventually he hopes to spen d
some time in South America, probably in Brazil! In th e
meantime he is temporarily residing in Sunderland .

We would like to acknowledge the major contribution these two
people have made to making the benefits of Scientology services
available to so many many people over the years, both in
Indepedendent Scientology and while in the Church . We wish
them all that they hope for on the new paths they have chosen .

The new technical line-up is Mike Wray as Senior C/S an d
Advanced Levels Auditor . This now includes the Ls, which Mik e
writes about in a future issue . Rob Walsh has taken over Lower
Bridge auditing and gets regular rave reviews from his P .C .s .
There are two more auditors in training and Joanne Dancer i s
running the Academy and Basic Courseroom .

So we are fully set-up to offer the full bridge and are looking
forward to another great year and helping even more peopl e
towards greater personal freedom and causitiveness .

Brenda ADAMS

Bov ALLEN

Penny BROWN

E. D .

John DONALDSON

Graham FORBES

K . F .

Claire HOWAT

Gordon HOWAT

Rob KAY

Gus KERR

Elaine KYLE

Alasdair McLEAN

Tommy MITCHELL

Keith MUMBY

Pauline MUMBY

Michael MUSGROVE

Toshen MUSGROVE

Judy PARDOE

Neil PARDOE

Tom PEARSON

David REDFERN

Adrian RIBOLLA

John RONALDSON

Engram Handling

Ability 0

S/W, Ability 0, 1, 2, 3 & 4

Ability 2, 3 & 4

AA 3

Life Orientatio n10

COMPLETIONS

Solo Training, AA 1

AA 5 Drug R/D

Life Orientation

AA 7

Ability 0 Auditor

AA 7

AA 3, AA 5 Drug RID, AA 5

Ability 1 & 2

AA 2

AA 3

Objectives

Ability 1

Ability 0, 1 & 2

AA 7

AA 5 Drug R/D, AA 5

AA 6

Purifying R/D

AA 3

Clear, Ability 0, 1 & 2

Solo Training, AA 1

AA 6

AA 3, AA 5

AA 5

S/W, Ability 0, 1, 2, 3 & 4
Scn. Drug R/D
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Dave ROSS

Chris SFTJ

Anita SHARKEY

Brendon SHARKEY

Gavin STOTT

Gerry TOAL



AAC SCOTLAND

Sharon THORNTON

	

Solo Training, AA 1, AA 2 & AA 3

Ted THORNTON

	

Ability 3 & 4

Sabine TUCK

	

AA 5, AA 5 Drug R/D, AA 6

Rob WALSH

	

AA 6

SUCCESS STORIE S

Today I finished AA 3 . I have had this exact point on the
grade chart as my goal for approximately 14 years - a long
time .

Its the end of many things and the beginning of many mor e
things . The future starts today . The past is acknowledged, i t
happened, its a memory .

The future is totally in my hands, its up to me to create it .
I look forward to doing so .

Thanks to all who helped . Love, Rob Kay .

After many years Q & A, I have finally got down to doing what I
always wanted to do . My training experiences in the C of S ha d
created a ridge that I have finally overcome .

The style of training here at the AAC Edinburgh puts th e
priority on what it should be, getting auditors auditing and
P r'- winning, in the shortest period of time possible . My

Ks to Heather, Madeleine and Mike for their support, and t o
Lfor the fabulous Tech .

John Donaldson

On this level I really found out who I really am! There i s
such a lightness, effortlessness, weightlessness and joy which
fills me with a delight of being alive .

The auditing, C/Sing and all the support greatly contributed to
my achieving this state with such ease . Thank you to all here
at the AAC for making it possible .

I LOVE YOU ALL, Sabina Tuck

The area of problems which has tended to be a morass in the
past has been shot through with a vein of simplicity which i s
very refreshing. This has been of great help and will be i n
the future, I know.

I'm surprised in fact by the simplicity of it all !

Love, Alasdair McLean (Ability 1 )

T'', has freed up all sorts of communication lines within
if -- I've really enjoyed doing that - and now feel muc h

ma, e in present time, more attention here and now, and no t
screwed up in a knot somewhere else .

Many thanks to Rob for auditing so well and with such a light
touch and to everyone else here for helping me feel at home .
See you all soon I hope .

Chris Sell (Ability 0 )

The end of a long journey . Gains beyond my wildest
dreams . I mean what I say .
To Bob and especiall Mike I award Kha Khan .
Adrian Ribolla (AA 5)

I have just completed AA 5 and it's impossible to describe the
wins at this level . "Gains beyond your wildest dreams " LRH
said. Well this time it is true . You are handling the very
stuff of life itself and it gives you a sense of almost God-
like insight . You can see exactly why this level brings caus e
over life .

Time and again I have been to universes I never knew existed
and communicated with wonderful beings whose existence I could
never have guessed at street level .

As I write there is a peace and calm that spreads out
everywhere . I feel translucent as gossamer spread in the sun ' s
rays . At times it is an effort to notice the physical side o f
life at all .

AA 5 is the first really stunningly spiritual level and makes
"Beginner" to AA 3 seem like kindergarten! .

Keith Mumby (AA 5 )

Well - AA6 completion - I'm near speechless actually . I had a
super time on this study cycle - it all went so smoothly, the
coaching I had was spendid and the data added new dimensions t o
what inklings I had . It ' s a really marvellous feeling to be in
charge of my own auditing at this level . I've thoroughly
enjoyed getting my toes wet and can't wait to dive in fully .

Thanks for a lovely environment and delightful flows from all .
You have much love and thanks .

Pauline Mumby (AA 6)

PRICE LIST

Life Orientation Straightwire £10 per hour

Fundaments for Successful
Living Course

	

£100

B .S .M .
Study Hat
Purifying Rundown
Regular Auditing (Grades etc . )
Ability Levels Auditor Cours e
Engram Handling Course
Grad IV Ability Auditor Course
Grad IV Ability C/S Course
Internships

Solo Training (1 & 2 )
E .W .
C .C .
Review Auditing
AA 1
AA 2
AA 3
Solo to AA 3 Package
AA 4
AA 5
AA 6
AA 7

Doctorate Course
Cause Booster (L-10 )
New Viewpoint (L-11 )
Extroversion (Ir-12 )
AA 5 Auditor Cours e
AA 5 C/S Course
AA 7 C/S Course

FIGHTING US A

I ' ve often engaged in discussions about th e
stance the Independents should take towards th e
CofS . In the UK we have very little contact wit h
them, so it is easy to feel we should just leave
them be . In America the Independents don ' t have
this choice. The harassment has continued in the
courts and on the streets . The ' Minutemen ' , a
group of misguided fanatics who feel they ' re making
the world ' safe for Scientology ' , have adopted a
policy of direct terror tactics . They have
attacked the Clear Center, the AAC Santa Barbara ,
and the Revitalization Center .

It is very easy from our comfortable positio n
to ignore this, and adopt ' splendid isolation ' . It
is also easy to adopt a compassionate attitude (a s
we should) to these misguided hooligans from ou r
safe distance . They aren ' t breaking into ou r
homes . They aren ' t throwing eggs at us .

There is little value in glib comparisons wit h
the Nazis . The ' Minutemen ' are fanatics, but they

are not as terrible as the Nazis, and we are not i n
the desperate situation of the Jews . However ,
Scientologists are suffering at their hands, simpl y
because they insist on their right to practic e
Scientology. There isn ' t much we can do, but whil e
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£5 to £1 5

£20

£5 per hour

ARC, Tone Scale, Efficiency ,
All The Happiness, Dynamics ,
Book One Course, etc .

Communications Course

Book One Auditing

£450
£200
S-400
£50 pe r
£100
£400
£75 0
£1500
£50 pe r
£50 per
£1200
£50 per
or £400
£600
£50 per hour
£50 per hour
£50 per hour
(by invitation )
(by invitation )
(by invitation )

£7 5
£230
£200 (not including
£24 per hour
£850
£500
£500
£500
20% of course cost

sauna )

hour

hour
hour

mont h
once



the reign of terror continues in California, we ca n
at least be aware of it .

In reading the latest Free Spirit, I wa s
shocked by the magnitude of the attacks upon the
Independents . I was also shocked to

	

see the
animosity of the Independents towards thei r
aggressors ., Then, I ' m not under attack, so I
shouldn ' t pontificate . I know many people wh o
would like to forget the CofS, and many more wh o
would like to see the CofS destroyed . I want the
CofS to abandon its policy of violating huma n
rights, both those of the Independents and those o f
Church members . I don ' t think we ' ll achieve thes e
ends through ignoring the very real evil in the
hierarchy of the CofS . Nor will we achieve the m
through filling ourselves with the very hatred w e
disdain .

Jon Atack

BOOK REVIEW

THE LETTERS OF JOHN W CAMPBELL, JNR, VOLUME ONE

Some time ago George Hay ganged up with famous
early Dianeticist Perry Chapdelaine, and with Ton y
Chapdelaine, to produce this book . At last I hav e
a copy .

There may be someone who doesn ' t know who
Campbell was . Shame on you : He was the editor of
' Astounding Science Fiction ' , which later became
' Analog ' , for over 30 years . He was also the firs t
man to mention Dianetics in print, a close frien d
of LRH ' s, and one of the seven directors of th e
first Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation i n
Elizabeth, New Jersey in 1950 .

Without Campbell, Dianetics would not hav e
spread like wildfire . His editorials, fro m
December 1949 on, generated thousands of enquiries
before DMSMH was published, and he published the
original of Evolution of a Science in Astounding .
Astounding had a readership of about 100,000 at th e
time . Even Einstein was a subscriber .

The book was sponsored in part by LRH, and has
a few letters written to him between 1938 and 1945 ,
but there are also letters written during
Campbell ' s intense involvement with Dianetics, an d
after his departut .e from the HDRF . These are
fascinating, so I started skimming the book for
further references to Dianetics or Scientology . To
my surprise I found myself a hundred pages furthe r
having read nearly every letter . Not because of
the historical interest of the

	

contents, but
because Campbell ' s ideas were so absorbing .

Campbell ' s close friendship with LRH, whic h
lasted for at least 13 years, was due to man y
similarities of thinking . Campbell led the worl d
of Science-Fiction for three decades . He moulded
the work of many authors to create a new image fo r
the subject . He put the ' science ' into SF, and he
also put thought into it . Judging from the letter s
it is also highly likely that he helped to moul d
LRH ' s ideas . Their attitudes and opinions are
often remarkably similar . After their separation
in 1951, Campbell and LRH continued to think about
the same problems . Campbell also stayed in touc h
with LRH ' s ideas .

The letters are short, highly readable essays .
They reveal a natural enthusiasm, showing a ma n
forever in the grip of new ideas . There are
discussions of the ' thetan ' , of past lives, of
psychic abilities, of the theory that ' problems '
are really ' games ' . Any reader will be well
rewarded by these letters, Scientologists doubly
so . The book is available from : The Alternativ e
Bookshop, 3 Langley Court, London WC2 . Phone : 01 -
240-1804 for details .

Jon Atack

IN YOUR NEXT :

Reconnection'

FOR SALE

MASSIVE REDUCTIONS :

Admin Dictionary (new)

	

30 .0 0
Advanced Procedures & Axioms

	

4 .0 0
All about Radiation

	

4 .0 0
Book of Case Remedies

	

1 .5 0
Child Dianetics

	

3 .0 0
Creation of Human Ability

	

4 .0 0
Dn : Evolution of a Science . . . 4 .0 0
Dn : Ev Science (paperback)

	

2 .00
Dianetics MSMH (hardback) . . . 7 .0 0
Dianetics MSMH (paperback) 1 .5 0
25 Dianetics MSMH (paperback) 40 .0 0
Dianetics the Original Thesis 4 .0 0
Dianetics 55	

	

4 .0 0
E-Meter Essentials

	

1 .5 0
E-Meter Drills

	

1 .5 0
Fundamentals of Thought

	

4 .0 0
Have You Lived Before	 12 .0 0
Hidden Story of Scientology . . . 3 .0 0
How to Live Thoug h
an Executive	

	

4 .0 0
Introducing the E-Meter

	

1
Introduction to Scn Ethics

	

4 .U 0
Management Series vol 1

	

35 .0 0
Notes on the Lectures 3 .0 0
OEC 0-7 + Subject index . . . . 170 .0 0
Playing Dirty (paperback) . . . . 3 .0 0
Problems of Work

	

4 .0 0
PABS 6 vols

	

15 .0 0
Research & Discovery Vol 1 . . 35 .0 0
Science of Survival

	

12 .0 0
Scn 20th Century Religion

	

2 .00
Tech vols (1-12)

	

300 .00
VMH (still in wrapper)

	

35 .0 0
VMH

	

20 .00
Way to Happiness (for 12)

	

2 .0 0
What is Scientology?

	

7 .0 0

Tapes & Other materials :

Clear bracelets (large) 	 2 5
Mark V E-Meter

	

120 .0 0
Mark VI, dark blue	 300 .0 0
Mark VI, gold

	

300 .0 0
Master lists packag e
(in case)

	

60 .00
Can we ever be Friends?

	

6 .0 0
PDC (cassettes, as new)

	

300 .0 0
OT lectures (16, as new)

	

100 .0 0
Essentials of Auditing

	

75 .0 0
Scn & Effective Knowledge

	

6 .0 0
Road to Truth

	

6 .0 0
+ many reel lectures

	

20 .0 0

PHONE : 0342-314758, evening s

NOTES ON THE 2nd DYNAMIC (part two) BY STEVE BISB Y
THOUGHTS OF A SEPTUAGENARIAN SCIENTOLOGIST . BY LEONARD M .DUNN
AN ARTICLE ON CULT FANATICS,BY MARIE CULLODEN(from the "FREE SPIRIT" )
THE LEGAL ROUNDUF(from the " FREE SPIRIT'" )
LOOKING BACK .AN ARTICLE BY JIM BURTTLE S
A STORY OF THE NEW ZEALAND INDEPENDENTS 12
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